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dear reader,

From the staff of the literary magazine, thank you for
opening this semester's edition of Gardy Loo. As usual, this
year has gone by in a whirlwind, and I am so thankful for the
staffs hard work. The weekends sacrificed as well as trips to
the Gardy Loo house at all hours, all add up to the product
you see today. I am also forever grateful to our designer Irene
Asuncion and the team of students who spent many hours
playing with typography, formatting, and color shades to best
display our artists' work. I would like to thank our adviser
Laurie Kutchins, who as usual gave us the time and support
we needed to create the magazine, even at the last minute.
Also from the English Department, I thank Rose Gray for her
support, patience, and speed at sending emails and the piles
of completed paperwork. Thank you to the Media Board for
funding our magazine and supporting the creative talents

of JMU's students, and to Karl and McClung Publishing
Company for producing Gardy Loo.
Finally, and most importantly, thank you to the members
of the JMU community who sent in their works to be
displayed in Gardy Loo. It gets more difficult to narrow down
the pieces as we receive more submissions every semester, but
we are grateful to all our contributing artists.
My final words to you, reader, are to challenge you to do
more than sit back and appreciate the talents featured in
Gardy Loo. Take the extra step and let these artists inspire
you with their stories. As Ezra Pound once said, "No man
understands a deep book until he has seen and lived at least
part of its contents."
So read, learn, and go live Gardy Loo!
Cheers,

Rosie

•
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t seems like everyone I talk to agrees that this past
semester has been unbelievably challenging and busy. During
semesters like this past one, I find that I run to things like art
to keep my sanity in a world consumed by terrible things like
organic chemistry problems and work deadlines. Gardy Loo
has been my ally in this battle between schoolwork and things
I actually want to do since I came to JMU, and I'm so glad
to still be a part of it and to watch it grow and change each
semester. If it weren't for the amazing people working on the
staff and the equally amazing submissions we receive each
semester, I don't know what would become of this magazine
(or my mental health) . I have nothing but gratitude and love
for this team and this publication. Thank you to everyone
involved for helping spread the art and maintain the sanity!!
Enjoy!!
Sincerely,

Ansley
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Creamer and Coffee,
A Love Story
Nick Leake

l

as a gray morning in the cold

overshadowing Lewis with their bright

es of the creamer bowl, as Lewis
a o e to the rustling sounds of his sisters'
snoring. The lights hadn't turned on yet,
which meant he hadn't been disappointed,

packaging and flashy labels. How was
he supposed to compete with flavors like
hazelnut and butterscotch? Checking his
own label, Lewis wasn't sure he was even a

yet. Everyday he would wake up at the
crack of dawn and wait to be chosen.

healthy alternative. Again and again cheery
new faces were poured in, and taken out.
Lewis would cry as he slipped to the

Lewis was eager, and different from the
other creamers. He knew he was adopted,
though his parents weren't around anymore
to act surprised. His twelve tan sisters had
all been made with easy-open peel-off lids,
while Lewis was plain, pink, and of the
stubborn, tear-to-open variety. He was two
weeks old.
Eight of his sisters had already run off to
elope with different Joes in fanciful mugs,
never to come back to the crowded creamer
bowl sitting between the toaster and the
coffee pot. Every time the matchmaker
sifted through this tenement, Lewis felt
his heart race. This youthful accrual of
anticipation was always squashed however,
when he was grazed over for someone else.
The days grew colder. Sometimes the
utensils dropped by and told Lewis that
getting chosen was not what other creamers

bottom of this mixed up shantytown, a
bruised heart covered by more appealing
choices. The winter weeks passed. His
innards started to harden, and he felt
himself becoming bitter against this everabsent coffee mate.
When his neighbors were asleep he
would say to himself, "Why would God
make me the way I am? I don't belong
here. It would be better ifI were just
ripped open and strewn across the
counter." His suffering was made ever
more frustrating by the helplessness of his
existence. What could he do, except wait
to die in some horrible freak accident? He
had heard stories of flash floods that had
swept away entire housing projects, all of
the soggy inhabitants doomed for the trash
can.
His salvation came with the summer.

cracked it up to be. Lewis turned a deaf ear
to this dribble because what did forks know
about love? They had different partners

It was afternoon and Lewis had taken to
sleeping in, however, as the lights flicked

every day of the week, and always wound
up back together in the same drawer. Lewis
knew one day he would find his love: the

on, he groggily felt himself rising into the
air. Ever so gently he felt himself being cut
open, and poured into an icy maelstrom

coffee he would share his contents with, as
they mixed to form one being.
But new creamers moved in every week,

with a spoon. Inside the pitcher he heard
himself say, "Hello spoon, my name is
sweet tea."
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ts while a static-laced song limps from the radio, a lit

cigarette falls from a sleeping hand, and we're pushing 90
on a dead highway. I haven't slept in 3 days. I haven't slept
in- Doesn't matter. I haven't ... The daylight screams through a
handprint-smudged, backseat window.
I've got fingers too! I can smudge them wherever I want. I
can .. .
"What?" huh "What are you talking about?"
Didn't even know I was talking.
"Its so bright."
"Yeah, well its the fucking desert man"
"yeah, how much farther you think?"
"Farther? Hah, man we're fuckin' well past farther, and we've
still got half a tank, just let it ride."
Let it ride. He's always saying that. Its always riding. I can
feel It, in every breath that leaves my lips_dryer than the one
before. I can hear It in the radio, the frequencies stretching
with every sound wave-mile onward. Reaching to slow me
down, please. Remind me of homeHomeward bound. The lab got his face fucked up by a
hedgehog. The cat was a smart-ass.
I knew a home, them all smiling; my family, beneath
dampened couch light, somewhere miles and miles ago.
My dad could only cook one thing: omelets. But he was always
so proud of them. Whenever mom was away or too sick to
cook, he'd always make the best fucking omelets, with just the
right amount of bacon bits and cheese andWe arrive so that we can say we're leaving somewhere. Spray
paint our eyelids with each city's lights and blink-smell the
fumes, etch our names somewhere underground and walk
around like kings. Somewhere underground.
Everywhere, the night's wet paint runs: the mascara of a
million aging divas, lying awake beside strange husbands. Dab
at your eyes with white blankets. Vacation on somewhere's

Rob Jones

pillows soon, and sleep knowing everything that will be, will ...
In time it already is. Morning will bring mouths to feed. Faces
to paint. Doll houses to furnish.

Vagabond

My breath smells like ash and coffee.
This is what I wanted.
The strobing light between rail cars just outside of town
burns images of what's further, deep into your nodding
eyes.
7
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mutant curves and expectations and deleted phone numbers and wishing i hadn't and wondering how and
saying yes to strangers and belief in nonexistence and belief in continuity and mixing colors and whirlwinds
of noise right outside the door and sitting and staring and missing and glaring and wishing i was something
that wouldn't need comparing and diet coke generic labels and birthday cake and unmade beds and melted
candles and wet tile and a lit up phone screen a lit up laptop a lit up brain and a desire for darkness and
staying awake juggling options and weighing limbs on top of inky buildings asking why to questions that need
nothing answered asking how to people that matter it is a drive uphill and a ran stop sign a flightless bird
and fingers posed a broken alarm ringing silently to a broken voice that sings so quietly and after bruised
shins and an oil change next to nothing less then greased redemption it seems that my life consists of a list
no punctuation or slowing just constant motion and emotion and feeling confident or inadequate or purple
or tired it just goes and goes and it flows and parts and joins and stops and starts like a window closing like a
window breaking and finally freeing the air i've been missing for two thousand years

chestnut

Martin Steger

Sometimes I think about Joey Chestnut,
the world's greatest competitive eater.
He will never be as good at anything
as he is at devouring hot dogs.
His peak is eating, and he is eating's peak.
I am not sure if such a life is admirable
or terrifying.

Free Radical
Ansley Luce
10

Skinhead
Zach.Souliere

Andrew Dugan

When the Westboro Baptist Church picketed my dog's funeral
I was digging a grave. Rained for three nights prior
as the moon settled into the dark, into the starscape
scattershot and the red clay wetly squelches underfoot.
The whole world: smelling like the vinegar
of Job's tears. At length I pitched the hole
four feet deep. Slaked in mud, born naked
in it: this incubator oflife
and death. My father could still walk then, unhobbled.
His back: flexed and hardened, the fine haze of sweat
lifting from his flesh. Shrill squall of a buzzsaw, spice
of a split pine.
Husk of the mutt swaddled in our old tarpaulin, stark
and stiff. The advent of dusk: a congregation of signbearers at the property line: GOD HATES FAGS. Calling
out scripture: Thou shalt not sniff another dog's hind.
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's rawhide,
and neither shalt thou squat on the new rug,
and so forth. The DOGPOCALYPSE: upon us
now and, like in war, those with signs will be
first to go.
11

Faith in Biloxi

KateAnderson

Working under the scalding sun
with the melting tar sticking
to the soles of my shoes,
I can feel my skin crisping
and a halo of golden brown frizz
forming around my redburned face.
Yet, as I line up a shingle
and ready my iron hammer,
a cooling force crystallizes
in the follicles of the hair on my body,
and an indescribable presence coalesces
in the corridors of my heart like water condensing
on a crystal glass
filled with holy wine.

To and Fro
Maggie Kern
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We sit with hani:ls intertwined,

anil tlie eventual meeting of snore and sky.

A . Red.Sea
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Theory of Inability
William Grant Bell

Here we go, chatter and lattes.
The stress of work amped
By caffeine radiation and the pulse
Of keystrokes on inkless
Paper.
Breathe, blink, I got this.
Wipe the fog away again.
My eyes zero in on the scientific method
Which proves my theory of inability
Again
Observe, identify, theorize, predict.
Rinse and Repeat, another cycle.
Wait, a discovery under the brain dust!
Floating in a luminescent vacuum
Pondering
Observe its round shape and powdery texture
Identify that it is a beautiful specimen
Theorize that it is extremely scrumptious
Predict that I just wasted an hour thinking of
A Donut
Lean back, let the fake plant
Scratch my noggin. It is
Desperation for green plastic inspiration
As I hide from lurking equations in
Forgetful Foliage
Ode to the library, my haven
Will my theory be realized?
I come to be studious
But stay to fill my mind with
Donuts and Faux Vegetation.
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At night, I rip my watch off
before trying to sleep.
I like to think it helps
knowing full well it just gives my wrist
some air to breathe.

Why and

On weeknights, I consider healing
and look for old scars.
The one on my knee I received riding my bicycle-I don't remember the details, only that if I had fallen left
instead of right,
time might have frozen
suffering from severed hands.
I search the back of my head thinking about the old adage
--like the back of my hand
and wish it applied.
I wonder if the twin staples from when I fell
(well, from when I let go)
are still there and if they are
if maybe I can capture that first feeling of terror
when you realize you're not crying because of the pain
but because you've never seen so much blood.
I've had eight watches so far.
Most of which were gifts
which means I've
perpetually had a tan line.
"A ghost watch," I used to joke when
in the summers friends would question why my farmers tan
took a break.
I'd say it was my goal to keep them guessing.
The first watch was silver and I used to pull it to shreds
I didn't know it was a woman's watch.
Mom gave it to me.
The second watch she gave me to keep track of how many
hours left before my family arrived,
the first time that year,
the last time, too.

How and

Who
Phyllis Arnold

b y lanSpiegel-Blum

It was meant to be for Hanukah but mom could never wait.
Not really.
She'd always smile as I destroyed her carefully wrapped
present paper.
That, too, left a scar.
This watch, the one I take off, was a gift from an ex
the same ex who spent her afternoons breaking my old
watches
or, as she'd call them, "pieces of crap" when i referred to them
as "time pieces."
Inscribed on the back is my name but all I see is the missing
hyphen
the one she apologized for, saying it was there when she
ordered it.
And that she even checked the proofs.
Mom said my first word was "clock."
And if it wasn't, it certainly could have been.
The next watch I used to joke would tell the weather
and give you the time.
It was my grandpa's.
Mom gave it to me after he died
saying it was the only thing left of his
that still told her what to do.
When I lost it
I scoured the beach looking for numbers
found only foam splashing against my feet.
I stay up most nights now. It's not insomnia I have,
although, I think that would be easier.
I think about lost pieces, fragments of time,
the limbs that don't fade away. The deafening tick of afraid.

!::e~oucs w,iting my
in

thick moleskin journal.
Furiously, I scribbled accounts of jokes
lost loves
fear. Yearning, as always, at the
forefront.
I wrote of the Western Wall, where an
old Hasidic
in a motor mobile
drove up to me, asking if my parents
were Jewish
before taking my hands in his
liver stained carcasses-hands bigger than God's-and blessing me

before asking for a few Shekles

scribbled on every color of every piece

in broken French
and sparse English.
How he patted my hand when I

of paper
in every language-- each a prayer;

declined.
Thank you to the other Rabbi who
saw me standing, staring,
and made me late for the bus
so he could finish wrapping my arm and
head and heart
in tefillin, his prayers a jumbled
cacophony,
my face pushed up against the mortar-cut by the jagged entrails--

each a piece of soul
reminding me how God and family
are one in the same.
At the wall, I did not write a note for
you.
If I had I would have reiterated
that once we all had webbed fingers-now we don't. That while your mother
carried you for nine months, I carried

home of a thousand million secret

you
for over thirty five million steps
and it was through my eyes you saw the

keepers

beauty of the Golan

Beside me you breathe
beneath ocean blue
blankets, head sunk in sandy brown
pillows - I press against your back.
Your body like a seashell,
rough on surfaces crusted with living Cool, mysteriously smooth
as satin, coral-colored
inside, my ear touches the soft hollow
between your shoulders I hear the pulling hum - your in-breath,
the pushing wish -your out-breath.
This night's moon controls your breathing
and the tide.
Suddenly you move
your front forward, toward me.
My touch tugged you
from the depths
of your placid dreams; I the fisherwoman,
you the precious catch.
Your lips land like ships do
In my harbor heart - you engulf me The tide comes in.
22

and the seagulls on the Virginia Coast.
This I write instead
tasting the sweat and sand of
generations
looking for the shared wrinkles of my
grandfather,
the light heartedness of my mother;
I write without a name-just an inkling that your hair will be my
hair
and that your flair will be all your

grandmother's

only feel but not meet.

and that when I tell you stories you will

So they know I mean it lovingly when I
call them both
my most prized mistakes.

learn to love her
as much as me. This one I write for my
daughters
who I will introduce to Anis Mojgani so
he can inspire them to
Shake the Dust and have the courage to
read my journals
because I had the courage to write them
and in so doing know a Me they could

This, my darling daughters, is the most
Jew part of you.
And although I do not know your names
I am so thoroughly pleased to meet you.

The Most Jew Part of You

Ian Spiegel-Blum

"Sometimes I claim to know someone but aren't sure whether their mouth curves up or down."
This is the thought I have just as my shoelace
skips the foreplay and fellates
my bike chain.

Alan Linic

The gears lock up, turning the thing
from bike to bull to
throw me fifteen feet.
I know this because I wake later, shake the flies
feasting on my leaking lids
and drag my ragged, bleeding ass
all fifteen of those feet. No helmet is thick
enough to beat thought into
subconscious submission.
"Sometimes I claim to know someone but aren't sure whether their mouth curves up or down."

23

Butterfly Wings with Head Down
Sara Kamal Ibrahim

New Playmate PoemBethSmith
Come home, Astronaut

what song are you listening to?

you have fallen from your position
above the earth so violently, fiery

mine sounds like fresh air
and I've been lookin' for a playmate like you
since I was a child,

crashing down charred into a field
how simple the farmer was to look
upon you as a meteor, a chunk of rock
but I knew you would be moving soon,
pretender, imaginator, illuminator-1 think you fell marvelously.
We should walk back to town and talk
or listen to our secret soundtracks in our skulls,

26

come on astronaut
with your helmet under your arm
and my yellow cape flying behind me
lets go home together
we should play pretend today.

Beth Smith

'
J

Sunday Morning, February

Yes, you were there this morning

and I left you as an entree, baking in the sun

the throbbing, innermost part of you
self renowned delicate little prodigy

oh, the little red knob inside of you
oh, the mask you wear to cover the scabs

all the lies you've spun around your gut
to keep your soul intact, all rickety

it's somewhere now,
Good morning, prosperity,

This morning I threw you off the mountain

good morning

in a way that you exploded into shards and

growth.

pages
mirrored glimmerings of silver, you weren't
dead
until you hit rock, and you still weren't dead
and then the vultures starting circling

Delicate
Evan Michael McGrew
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Subito, a storm invades and floods budding
flowers in the beds they lie.
Pounding thunder and blistering lightening
make air above into a fray.
Rain swallows the earth and overflows lakes
with its bane torrential cries.
Impetuous winds rip up roots and send them
pirouetting up away.
Now days later the curtain of gray
parted, and a blue sky unveiled.
Grass is left with two daisies standing tall in

Trapped in a Snowg/obe
Anonymous
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seizing the blossom between his teeth
and gulping it down in one mouthful.
One may surmise, dear reader, if one
likes, that the slight wrinkles on the
flower's petals, as well as its crimson
nee there was a
zombie known as Sad Zed. Sad Zed the
Zombie was sad.
Why was Sad Zed sad?
Well, to put it simply, Sad Zed was
sad because he was not like The Other
Zombies.
While the other zombies in his
family were busy discussing what sort
of brains they should have for dinnerfresh, rare, or roasted?-Sad Zed was
preoccupied with things like flowers
and the way the colors red and blue look
in the sunlight. For hours, while his
family hunted on deserted roads and in
darker regions of the forest, Zed would
gambol about the meadows, frisking
after butterflies and birds-which fled
in fear of his unfortunately decaying
fingers and yellowing eyeballs-enjoying
the sunlight and gathering armfuls of
purple, red, and blue flowers.
He tried to explain to his family once.
"Look," he said, holding up a beautiful,
freshly plucked red poppy to his mother
and brother, "isn't it lovely?"
His mother merely grumbled and
shambled off in search of more brains.
She had no time for nor enough brain
cells left to contemplate such a strange
son, and no interest in aesthetics except
insofar as they recalled to her the
appearance and mouth-watering taste of
fresh brains.
His brother paused a moment,
looked at him inquiringly, and promptly
snatched the poppy from his hands,

The blue-gray sky receded a little more
each time he opened and shut his eyes,
and the fluffy clouds, still red-tinged by
the Sun, moved toward each other as if

hue, reminded him of brains-the

trying to hide something from him.
The stars began to come out slowly,

connoisseur knows that, when freshly
plucked from their bone residences,
brains are of a stronger flavor because

and even more gradually, Sad Zed was
able to distance himself from his sorrow
just enough to drift into a dreamlike

of their red hemoglobin coating-or
perplexed his sensibilities so that he
believed the object his brother was

state where the futility of all things no
longer mattered.
When he woke up the next morning,

holding to be yet another flavor of
his favorite food item. One may also
surmise, dear reader, that Sad Zed's
brother was mistaken in this thought, if

the rags of shirt and trousers he wore
were soaked with dew.
The sun shone down brightly on him
as though nothing was wrong in the

thought it was, as he immediately spat
the chewed, wet, and crumpled flower
out of his mouth and onto the ground,

world. The grass was vividly, vibrantly
green, and he was happy for a moment.
Then his despair crashed down on him

wandering off in search of real brains for
munchies.

again.
What good was all this beauty if only

Sad Zed stood there, sadly gazing
down at the ruined blossom on the
ground. He felt that he too, like the
blossom which lived only a brief span,
was spending his life in a futile manner.

he could see it? His heart ached. For
what purpose did the Sun still shine
down on his face, his graying skin and

He didn't know how long he
wandered after that. He sought the
shadowy passes, distancing himself
from the Sun whose light he loved. Once
he came upon a human family in the
woods, who stumbled back from him in
terror, their eyes wide, and all he could
do was hang his head, lacking the energy
to shamble forward more than a few
steps. Eventually he could walk no more,
and sank down on a rain-wettened and
shaded hilltop, exhausted, to mourn his
existence once more.
He stared at the sky for an
immeasurably long time, noting that the
post-sunset light was a little frightening.

the growing lesions on his fingers?
Still, there was nothing else to do,
so he stood, slowly, his movement
accompanied by the cracking of his
back in a sound like many sheets of
paper crumpled one after the other, and
looked about him.
And then, he saw her.
She was lying on the grass not far from
him. Her eyes were closed, her body
motionless.
He became aware of a steady
humming noise which filled the air. It
was low, and strong, and seemed to _have
a melody all its own. He wondered if it
was somehow emanating from her, her
grayish skin and still-beautiful lips, or if
it was the sound of his own pounding

The Tale of
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heart. He wondered why his heart was

his right foot.

pounding and then realized it had had

He shook the foot in question gently,

Truth, beauty", but brains are the most
beautiful thing of all.
"Zed," she said one evening, as the

to start working harder to circulate his

hoping she wouldn't notice. His nerves

viscous blood after he became one of the

tried to respond, then gave up halfway,

sunset shaded the sky pale pink and

living dead.

and the pins-and-needles gave way to a

orange like the zinnias she loved, "I

dull nothingness. ''I'm Zed," he said.

think it's time."

And then she opened her eyes.
They were wonderful eyes. The slight

"Zed," she said, offering him a hand

"What do you mean?" he asked

yellowing of her eyelids stood no chance

which, although of the lightest gray, was

carefully, though he already knew, had

against the brilliant, lively blue of her

almost unmarred by lesions or sores.

known deep in his blackened bone

irises.

"Pleased to meet you."

marrow for some time now.

Zed could not move a single one of

"We've seen so much," she said, and

his slowly disintegrating muscles. His

They were always together after that,

smiled. "So many beautiful things. But

jaw fell and he gaped at her, astonished.

she and Zed. They wandered through

no one else will listen, no one else will

She was the loveliest zombie he'd ever

fields that sparkled with starflowers,

see. We have no place here anymore."

seen.

lazed by streams that murmured like

"Excuse me," she said. Despite
confusion and a faint tinge of

lovers, and hiked through woods where
sudden shafts of sunlight pierced the

He reached out to take her hand.
"Yes," he said.
And so it was that, that very night,

annoyance, her voice was soft and

green glowing foliage to warm their

they lay down together on the very

polite. "Why are you staring at me?"

clammy skin. They shared the beauty of

hill where they had first met, and

constellations, the ribbon of the Milky

waited in each other's arms. Their

to his mind. "Have you been here all

Way, and the unexpected delight of

bodies, answering their hearts' desires

night?"

falling stars

swiftly and with some relief, began

He said the first thing that came

"Why?" Her eyes began to close off.

They offered a flower or a few

decomposing at a much faster rate than

She was going to think he was crazy,

words to every person they passed, be

and she would get up and leave his life

they human or zombie. The humans

forever.

were usually too terrified to listen, and

acquiring a watercolor coat of yellow

attempted to attack them with stones

and orange and red. Their minds far

her answer. The words stumbled off

and crowbars. Those who did listen

beyond their bodies now, they floated on

his slack, loosening tongue even more

stood wide-eyed and breathless for a

its light.

slowly than usual. She couldn't leave!

few seconds, unable to make sense of

"I mean, I've been here all night too.

the discrepai;icy between decaying flesh

"Me, too," he said, not waiting for

ever before.
Dawn came, the pale sky gradually

When the first ray of the Sun lit the
sky with morning, they reached their

I couldn't sleep anywhere else," he

and the flower those fingers held out to

ends together. Neither one said a word,

confessed. "Well, not that I really sleep,

them, before either screaming as loudly

but she looked at him and smiled a last

as they could for help, or slowly, gently,

peaceful smile, and Zed looked into her

crumpling to the ground in a swoon.

eyes and was not afraid.

but..."
"I know," she said. "I needed the
outdoors too." And she smiled.

The zombies were another matter

An unassuming yellow and white

When she smiled his blood did

entirely. Most of them did not pause

strange things. Half of it rushed as

their daily shamble for even a glance

morn, landed briefly on what had once

quickly as it could to his face, giving his

at the two hopefuls. Those who looked

been the overextended bodies of the two

skin an odd tint somewhere between

over with a gaze indicating the slightest

aesthetes, and then moved on.

raspberry and field mouse fur, and the

remnant of intelligence were still too

other half inexplicably hied itself off to

bleary for Keats. For "beauty is Truth,

Sad Zed

butterfly, the earliest living riser that

Emilylekel
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Broken Record Player
Julian Ali Williams

It happened yesterday
on a street corner
our weekend in D.C.
Sitting on his
work stool
thumbing his harp piano

Eastern Market
for Sally
Log"~Hill

knitting canned crafts
the Rastafarian
his soda safari standing tall
next to the white pants
stained with success and
suffering.

1

the sun and leaves against his chest,
drinks deeply of chlorophyll
and finds weathered faces in the clouds.
He sits with rivers: lets their words
cool his tongue, and interprets their babble
as unfiltered wisdom. I twisted with him
through the shadows of post-war Barcelona,
the floral humidity of Madagascar, and
yawning corners of fair-trade cafes.
His questions would spill like old coffee
across the table, as hea sunwashed package of dreadlocks and rooibis tea,
dislodged prayers and briar-rippedjeanscould find no breath for apology.
He is a child, reluctantly named.
He is a black-eyed stain on a white-skinned lie.
He is an open book of tarnished Latin prose.
He is a tie-dyed hammock beside a mountain stream.
He is a never-ending game of"Sorry".
He is the opal flicker of Northern Lights.

Back on the Road
Jonathan Patrick Blair
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r rce-adorned attire and
j j~:legance of a swan, she walks.
Never too long a stride, never too short;
with perfect grace and balance, she glides.
Royalty dripping like sweat from her pores,
Shoulders tense in proper form, she walks.
In her right hand a fan with golden details.
In her chest, her golden heart ignored, she walks.
A long time coming since the bud became flower,
For no one but her family, she walks.
Fire ignited in her bloodstream,
accepting the scorching, she walks.
Ladened in white, pure and ready,
with the sweetness of a child, she steps.
Not a flaw on her delicately painted face.
Her hand-made gown an impeccable fit, she walks.
Toward the man in sight, his eyes
boring straight through her soul, she walks.
Past the familiar, the comforting,
hurtled into the unknown, she walks.
She has been loved, prepared, cared for,
and now abandoned, she walks.
Approved by the matchmaker,
her last independent breaths she breathes.
Away from the crowd, her duties performed,
hand in hand, the new creature walks.

N/A 101
Prof. Blank
A Month/Some Day/The Year
A Love Story
Alan Linic

So I've been writing academic papers for like eight years
now. As a matter of fact, thanks to me selecting English as a
major, academic papers might as well have been my onagain, off-again girlfriend since sophomore year. By adding
up the page lengths of all the documents in my folders, I can
comfortably estimate that I've written over 300 pages since
my enrollment in college. The thing is, my experience with

passage suggests this particular thing for sure to everyone all
the time." My subjective approach to an issue or text or topic
should be celebrated. By presenting my opinions and thoughts
I'm not telling anybody what to think-I'm telling them what
I think. Ergo, being personal allows the reader to better form
their own opinion. I mean, I don't understand who made
the rule that being "academic" necessarily means not being

all of the papers I've written has been consistent whether

yourself. The most important thing as far as I'm concerned

I enjoyed the topics/theses/whatever or not. I always find
myself doing three things: adjusting the way I write to make
myself sound sophisticated and intellectual, adding piles of
superfluous "proof' to hit page requirements and enhance

is approaching something intellectually and communicating
your ideas about it in a way that is easily accessible to a reader.
This business of presenting my thoughts in the most boring,
impersonal way possible makes no sense to me. Basically what

arguments, and assuming some kind of pseudo-objective
divine point of view. The question I've been asking myself
lately isn't "why?" so much as "what the fuck for?"

I'm saying is that the first person rules. Can you imagine if this
paper wasn't written in the first person?[3] It would present
the same basic evidence, but my God would it be boring. Shit,

Besides the fact that it would hurt my grade to use slang/
contractions/MY REAL HONEST-TO-GOD-FEELINGS, I
got nothing.[1] My professors have led me to believe that the
way I communicate an idea is more important than what I'm

I wouldn't even want to read it.[4]
And another thing-it makes no sense that "big" papers
have to be a certain length. If you can prove a point in

actually trying to say, and that appearing smart is better than
presenting something real. I even have to pretend I don't
exist (even going so far as to remove the first person from my
work entirely, like my shit descended from the sky or sprung
up out of the ground). My name is right there on the byline,
so why am I pretending to be an omnipresent authority on
whatever I'm writing about? It seems to me that distancing
myself from the ownership of my own words is more hurtful
to my credibility than helpful. Can you imagine if people in
everyday life debated or spoke without the first person all
the time?[2] In the academic world, the statement "suchand-such calls to mind so-and-so, suggesting this-or-that"
is prized over "such-and-such reminded me of so-and-so,
which suggested to me this-or-that." Every instinct I have tells
me that it's bad to make sweeping generalizations like "this
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three lines, why stretch those three out to a page? A concise
argument is always better than a really wordy one, as far as
I'm concerned. Every critical essay I've ever read is like a
billion pages long, single-spaced, and they all have stupidly
long introductions that talk about all kinds of useless shit
before we get to the part where they say what the paper is
actually about. That's why I hate quoting and citing sources
in academic papers-there's so much fluff involved. I've got to
quote some other guy's contrived, intellectualized words out of
context, then I have to cite them, then I have to explain them,
and then I have to tie the explanation into my argument.
Speaking of outside sources, the only good way to use them
is to paraphrase.[5] My reasoning for this is two-fold, and
I'm going to organize those two points in NON-PARAGRAPH
FORM[6] to make it easier on the eye:

0)

I would never want to make a reader plod through
four sentences where I could have just used one good
sentence instead. So instead of using a quote that has to
be dismantled and justified, I can just paraphrase to keep my
momentum going while crediting someone else for their ideas.

Why Paraphrasing Is The G
Best Way To Incorporate
Sources:

I feel like citations are parenthetical to encourage a focus on
what I'm trying to say, not what I'm saying somebody else said.

I have never, ever, ever checked to verify quotes, sources,
or page numbers for any of the papers I've read in my
life. That's because I trust the person writing the paper;
I assume that if they're incorporating outside sources they've
got no reason to lie about them. If this sort of trust (or laziness,
depending on your view) is held by most people, then why

LJ

I don't really know what to do with concluding paragraphs
either. It ties back into my dislike of fluff; as far as I
understand it, I use the archetypal concluding paragraph to
really knock my shit out of the park. But I do so by restating

quote directly at all? It will save the time of having to explicate

things I've already said, but in brand new ways.[8] That strikes
me as a colossal waste of time. What, I bust my ass churning
out the ten pages that are required of me, and then I've got to

the words of somebody else and the need of quotes to justify
even the simplest of claims, like that Little Red Riding Hood's

recondense my argument into a one-two punch to end it? As
far as I'm concerned, when my argument is done it's done, and

cloak is, in fact, red.[7]

that should be the end of it.

[1] [Academic Paper Translation:] Other than the notion that

[5] I didn't use the first person here, but this is my opinion.
If you agree, fine. If you don't, bite me. I'm not claiming any
universal truths anywhere in this paper, except that because
my paper doesn't claim any universal truths, it is superior to

the use of slang, contractions and a more subjective approach
to textual analysis would result in the penalization of one's
grade, there is no readily available evidence to suggest why
writers observe normative essay or paper conventions.
[2] "That a caramel macchiato is the tastiest and most costeffective purchase to be made at Starbucks is a justifiable
opinion; one need only look at the blend of flavors, the use
of caramel as a sweetening agent, and its ability to be equally
enjoyed hot or iced for suggestions of such a claim being true."
"So you do want a caramel macchiato then?"
"...Yes, please."
[3] [Possible non-first person opening for this paper:] The
typical approach to essay writing as it is taught by American
public schools calls for a thesis-based, objectively-written
paper organized into paragraphs by topic. Although this
fo rmat is the most acceptable to academic institutions

all papers that do.
[6] "Omg wtf. Can he do that?"
[7] [Acadmic paper translation:] .. . for instance, that the
character of Little Red Riding Hood typically dons a red cloak
before embarking on her journey; this titular implication is
made real by direct references such as "this good woman had
a little red riding hood ... [that] suited the girl so extremely well
that everybody called her Little Red Riding Hood" (1) from
Charels Perrault's translation.
[8] Or by rewording my previous arguments, or by presenting
my ideas in unique constructions, or by telling you the same
shit over but shorter and different, etc.

throughout the nation, careful examination suggests that
writing papers from a more subjective and personal place
could provide just as much insight and analysis while
preserving the personality and creativity.of the works' authors.
One might consider works by Ralph Waldo Emerson and
other Transcendentalist writers for evidence of such a claim ...
(etc.)
[4] I'm not saying we should all cuss in everything all the time.

It really does make people sound uneducated, for whatever
reason. But if it fits , then what the fuck, right?
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Autobiography of a
Middle Class White Boy
Alex Sharpe VIII

I am a melting pot. I was made by the melting of many
cultures - cultures crowned with

government doesn't declare war on Peace-or on Love.
Love fits our beings like a glove. So why all the hate? Hate is a

collective consciousness, a cornucopia of consciences. Rooted
in many colors, I am black and white

sweater your grandmother
knitted for your birthday six years ago. It smothers and
constrains. Player haters, I feel your pain: I

and brown, stirred together by a wooden spoon, held in sync
by the gravity of the moon.
In-tune tidal forces bring bright sunny days, and sunrays that
shine light, shine light on the
likeness of my Inner Light. My love light shines bright, feeding
love-laden vitamin D to all those in
sight. Feel my warmth ...
I shine rays of oxymorons, a heterogenous haze of American
ways learned from parents,
peers, and plays-and reality TV shows in LA.
I sip Yuengling in forties, love Catholic schoolgirls and
shorties, eat caviar and tacos, play
golf and dominoes. My flow shows a deeper, darker soul,
controlled by forces out of my control-by
the All-Knowing, ever-flowing Flow that flows from the depths
of my soul. That colorful interior
masked by this pale exterior.
My French mother reared me to know nothing of the word
inferior, and nothing of the word
superior. Instead I learned of talent and potential, and the
potential of my talents, and the
potential of our talents when aimed at a common goal.
Yet it is not my goal to be common: I'd rather wear moccasins
than Timberlands, would
rather rock to Tupac than Kid Rock. I think Bru~e Lee could
kick Chuck Norris' ass, cuz Walker Texas
Ranger don't know kung fu like he do. I wish Cheech and
Chong were my two cool uncles, and that
Willie Nelson was my grandfather.
Long ago I fell in love with Love, and I long to make peace
with Peace. And I pray that the
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once had such a sweater ...
But don't hate! Let's laugh and love and dance. Let's let our
love lamps shine romance.
Let's bounce to the music of better days, and nod our heads as
my theme song plays:
"They shootin! !!
Nah made you look
You's a slave to a page in my rhyme book"
My mind looks, like the many many mixings of melted rhyme
books. My musical colors are
that of the fallen Fall leaves:
Aerosmith and Afroman
The Allman Brothers and Atmosphere
Bob Dylan and Bob Marley
Buddy Guy and Buddy Holly
Carlos Santana and the Counting Crowes
Dispatch and DJ Shadow
Do me a favor and take those bands home, and throw them all
in your best salad bowl, and
toss them for days 'til sacred music plays, record all they say
and file it away. And at sunset, add
two tablespoons oil and a teaspoon of vinegar. And don't
forget the salt and pepper.
Let's dine together-you and me. Let's feast on holy Harmony.
And tap our feet to a burnt
CD, whose R&B you can taste and touch and see. Music made
from a mixing bowl like me. My self
identity is infused harmony. I, Am, Me.
I, am a melting pot.

surviva I

Flfaabeth Bartosch

"I need to feel the wind," she said.
She never could sit still or stay inside
on a day like this.
She needed the beating sun,
perspiration trickling down her neck
and the hum of the earth, she called it.
"When the sounds of the crickets, chirping birds,
and boys playing four-square,
the girls jumping to the rhythm of the rope,
and the dogs in a barking battle
all become one and all you hear
is the hum."
She conjured a kick in her step as she
bolted down the sidewalk.
Wind refreshing every bone
chasing nothing, running for running's sake.

and look down.
Legs burning, raw hands, short breaths
a desperate thirst enveloping,
as she marveled at the heights.
And lookup
wondering every time if she would
make it to the top.
Claiming every rock her own to reach the summit
where feelings are crystal clear,
the wind collecting then freeing every thought.
She needed to be left in peace
when the grass seems as good a place as any
to rest, to listen to the hum.
She needed the warmth of the dirt
as it wrapped around her in eccentric love
released in all directions by the wind.

She never understood that love.
She needed to take that hill.
To stop halfway up the mountain

On a day like this,
inside was impossible for her to comprehend.
"I need to feel the wind," she said.
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sMtartingJtf.t!lut;y
emory

You are repetitive in my writing,
I guess I can't help it.
This razorblade memory I owe to you.
Crashing through my existence,
gleaming teeth and knuckled flesh.
I trembled on blender's edge.
Once prone to spin in rapid shadows,
now you have me dizzy again.
You'd think after four years I'd be used to the spin,
but you burst all around like a cold steady rain,
I should've stayed in when it looked this way.
Now I've stopped drinking the ink from my pen
because there must be some free.(lom
after all this is said.
So I'm up at dawn putting on my shoes,
I just want to make a clean escape.
Keeping destination locked in new soul.
You're going to keep this memory,
it was yours to have long ago.
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The Death
of
um mer
Amanda Patten s

I witnessed the death of summer
through the panes of my window.
Shadows melted over straw-sharp blades
of lifeless grass.
Patches ofleprosy settling
between mountain peaks,
then blurred to indigo giants
fast asleep
beneath the silken clouds.

Su mmer Showers
Same Leonetti
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Judging Process
The staff met every Tuesday, from January 18 until
April

12,

6 PM at the Gardy Loo House, 1077 S Main St,

committee members finalized selections at Kate Anderson's
home on Wednesday, March 23. The Design committee met

Harrisonburg, VA. They discussed possible theme ideas,

as needed, and began designing the magazine once selections

campaign for submission promotion, the judging process,

were finalized. All judging was conducted in a democratic

and other affairs. Submissions were accepted until 5 pm on

process of voting and discussion, with no exceptions. The

Sunday, February 27, implementing a limit of 5 entries per

editor in chief Rosie Grant met with chief designer Irene

person. Of the

Asuncion on Friday, April 1 to begin production, and they

226

submissions,

141

were writing pieces

and 85 photography or art pieces. To judge submissions
and organize the magazine more efficiently, also for the first

completed the magazine on Friday, April 8.
Initially, the staff voted and chose the theme "Let's Play

time the staff divided into non-exclusive committees: Poetry

Like Kids" for the magazine. Because supmissions did not

& Prose, Art & Photography, and Design. A GoogleDoc was

adequately illustrate this idea, the magazine was designed

created to review all writing pieces, and a Flickr account

"based on content"; each visual art piece was matched up with

was created to review the art and photography pieces. Each

a corresponding poetry or prose piece wherever possible.

committee had two members who organized meetings and
led discussions to finalize selections. The Poetry & Prose
committee members finalized selections at the Gardy
Loo House on Sunday, March

20.

The Art & Photography

Pieces were placed in the magazine in no particular order.
To preserve artistic integrity, all writing, photography, and art
are published in the condition in which they were submitted.
We apologize for any errors.

Production Details
All pages are printed on recycled paper, FSC Coo2927,
Rainforest Alliance Certified, using Toyo Hy Plus ink. All
pages are in CMYK color and were designed using Adobe
InDesign CS5 and Adobe Photoshop CS5 on Mac desktop
computers in the School of Media and Design (SMAD)
computer labs of Harrison Hall at James Madison University.
In Adobe InDesign CS5, pages were created using 1 in.
margins on the top and bottom, .03125 in. on the inside, 1.125
in. on the outside, with 14 columns and .125 in. gutter. In
Adobe Photoshop CS5, all photos were cropped to size with
400 resolution in TIFF format. For titles of works and drop
caps, the following fonts were used (in no particular order):
Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold in 36 pt. or 70 pt., Helvetica
Neue Bold in 48 pt. or 60 pt., Adobe Garamond Italic in 36
pt., and Georgia Bold and Georgia Bold Italic in 36 pt. On
other occasions throughout the book, the font size for titles

Want your work to be
in the next Gardy Loo?
Please send all submissions to jmugardyloo@gmail.com.
Please include your name, phone number or email, and attach

are varied to create visual hierarchy on the spreads. The font
Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold is also used on the front
cover in 70 pt., and in the letters to editors, table of contents,
and colophon in 36 pt. The font Georgia was used for copy in
9 pt. and 14 pt. leading; for bylines in 10 pt.; for the table of
contents listing in 8 pt. and 10 pt. leading; and for folios in 8
pt. Photography and art attributes are in Georgia Italic, 6 pt.
and 8 pt. leading.
On page 13, for the poem "Faith in Biloxi" by Kate
Anderson, the copy font Georgia was increased to 16 pt. and 17
pt. leading so that the poem could be more visually balanced
with Maggie Kern's visual art, "To and Fro."
McClung Companies in Harrisonburg, VA printed 1,000
all-color copies. The staff distributed copies free of charge to
members of the JMU community in late April 2011.

Contact Us
1077 S. Main St
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
jmugardyloo@gmail.com
jmugardyloo.tumblr.com

works with clearly labeled titles. Anyone may become a
member of Gardy Loo judging staff simply by attending staff
meetings.

Special Thanks
JMU College of Arts & Letters
JMU Media Board
Rose Gray
Laurie Kutchins
Karl Kuelz and McClung Companies
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